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A Question of Time

 Jason used to spend Saturday afternoons with his Uncle 
Robert. His parents both worked in a restaurant downtown, and on 
Saturdays they were busy all day long.
 Then a few weeks ago, Uncle Robert told Jason that he had 
become a volunteer at an organization called Second Harvest. This 
was a place where local restaurants gave away food they didn’t use. 
The volunteers packed up the food, and then they distributed it to 
people who needed it.
 “You’re a big kid now,” said Uncle Robert. “You can stay 
with your cousins on Saturdays. Instead, I will see you on 
the weekdays.” 
 “But I want to go to the museum with you, and baseball 
games, and movies. Why do you have to ruin our Saturdays 
packing fruit?” Jason whined.
 “Your dad worked on this with the city council. He hates 
throwing away perfectly edible food. It is a good program, and I 
want to get involved.”
 “My dad set it up?” Jason asked. He was surprised. His 
parents had not told him anything about it.
 “Yes.  Your mom helped, too,” said Uncle Robert. “It’s a 
family thing.”
 “Well, if it’s a family thing, then I should be there,” said 
Jason. “I can spend time with you, be a part of my parents’ 
program, and help people, all at the same time!” 

 What did Jason like to do with his uncle on Saturdays?

 Why did Jason change his mind about the food program?
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Name:   Date:  

A Question of Time

 9 Jason used to spend Saturday afternoons with his Uncle 
 20 Robert. His parents both worked in a restaurant downtown, and on 
 27 Saturdays they were busy all day long.
 39 Then a few weeks ago, Uncle Robert told Jason that he had 
 49 become a volunteer at an organization called Second Harvest. This 
 61 was a place where local restaurants gave away food they didn’t use. 
 73 The volunteers packed up the food, and then they distributed it to 
 77 people who needed it.
 88 “You’re a big kid now,” said Uncle Robert. “You can stay 
 99 with your cousins on Saturdays. Instead, I will see you on 
 101 the weekdays.”
 113 “But I want to go to the museum with you, and baseball 
 124 games, and movies. Why do you have to ruin our Saturdays 
 128 packing fruit?” Jason whined.
 139 “Your dad worked on this with the city council. He hates 
 151 throwing away perfectly edible food. It is a good program, and I 
 155 want to get involved.”
 166 “My dad set it up?” Jason asked. He was surprised. His 
 174 parents had not told him anything about it.
 184 “Yes.  Your mom helped, too,” said Uncle Robert. “It’s a 
 186 family thing.”
 198 “Well, if it’s a family thing, then I should be there,” said 
 211 Jason. “I can spend time with you, be a part of my parents’ 
 220 program, and help people, all at the same time!”

 What did Jason like to do with his uncle on Saturdays?

 Why did Jason change his mind about the food program?
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A Big Decision

 Although he was in fifth grade, Alex was small for his age. 
He was shorter than his sister, Donna, who was one year 
younger. When Alex told his sister he wanted to play a bass in the 
school orchestra, she laughed. “That bass is triple your size,” said 
Donna, chuckling. When she suggested that he learn to play the 
violin because it was more his size, he ignored her. 
 Alex signed up for the orchestra the next day. The orchestra 
leader, Mrs. Higgins, was elated when he told her he wanted to 
play the bass. She introduced Alex to his fellow bass players who 
were all girls and petite in size.
 “I will look like a giant in that row,” Alex informed his mom 
that evening.
 “Having this beautiful instrument does not mean you will be 
able to play it,” his mother reminded him. “You will have to 
practice every day.”
 Alex never missed a rehearsal. He practiced his part every day 
after school. He took excellent care of his bass and bow, 
rubbing down the warm wood. In fact, Alex became so good that 
one of the girls in his row even asked him to help her.

 What is the “big decision” in this story?

 Why did Alex become so good at playing the bass?
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Name:   Date:  

A Big Decision

 12 Although he was in fifth grade, Alex was small for his age.
 23 He was shorter than his sister, Donna, who was one year 
 37 younger. When Alex told his sister he wanted to play a bass in the
 48 school orchestra, she laughed. “That bass is triple your size,” said
 59 Donna, chuckling. When she suggested that he learn to play the 
 69 violin because it was more his size, he ignored her. 
 80 Alex signed up for the orchestra the next day. The orchestra
 92 leader, Mrs. Higgins, was elated when he told her he wanted to 
 104 play a bass. She introduced Alex to his fellow bass players who 
 111 were all girls and petite in size.
 124 “I will look like a giant in that row,” Alex informed his mom 
 126 that evening.
 136 “Having this beautiful instrument does not mean you will be
 148 able to play it,” his mother reminded him. “You will have to
 151 practice every day.”
 162 Alex never missed a rehearsal. He practiced his part every day 
 173 after school. He took excellent care of his bass and bow, 
 185 rubbing down the warm wood. In fact, Alex became so good that
 198 one of the girls in his row even asked him to help her.

 What is the “big decision” in this story?

 Why did Alex become so good at playing the bass?
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Too Much Water

 People need air, fire, and water to live. Yet these same 
elements can destroy life. Of these elements, water may be 
the most dangerous.
 Many cultures have stories of great floods that covered 
the land. Since civilizations developed close to water, stories of 
flooding came naturally. Lakes and rivers do not flood any more 
often in our century than they did in the past. Today, however, 
floods seem to cause much more damage. This is because many 
more buildings are close to water. For example, people love to 
live on the beach. Yet they may suffer when a hurricane hits.
 Many different weather conditions cause floods. Spring 
rain will quickly melt mountain snow, causing it to race down into 
the valley. A raging rainstorm causes rivers to overflow. The high 
winds of a hurricane blow ocean water inland. Sudden storms 
cause flash floods in deserts where the water cannot sink into the 
ground. A volcanic eruption may also begin a flood. That is 
because the energy from the eruption causes huge waves to crash 
over nearby towns.

 Why is the passage titled “Too Much Water”?

 Name two conditions that cause fl oods.
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Too Much Water

 11 People need air, fire, and water to live. Yet these same 
 21 elements can destroy life. Of these elements, water may be 
 24 the most dangerous.
 33 Many cultures have stories of great floods that covered 
 43 the land. Since civilizations developed close to water, stories of 
 54 flooding came naturally. Lakes and rivers do not flood any more 
 66 often in our century than they did in the past. Today, however, 
 77 floods seem to cause much more damage. This is because many 
 88 more buildings are close to water. For example, people love to 
 100 live on the beach. Yet they may suffer when a hurricane hits.
 107 Many different weather conditions cause floods. Spring 
 119 rain will quickly melt mountain snow, causing it to race down into 
 130 the valley. A raging rainstorm causes rivers to overflow. The high
 140 winds of a hurricane blow ocean water inland. Sudden storms  
 152 cause flash floods in deserts where the water cannot sink into the 
 163 ground. A volcanic eruption may also begin a flood. That is  
 174 because the energy from the eruption causes huge waves to crash 
 177 over nearby towns.

 Why is the passage titled “Too Much Water”?

 Name two conditions that cause fl oods.
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A Happy Family

 Long ago, a happy family of four lived in a simple cottage 
on a mountain. They grew their own food and were grateful for 
everything they had.
 One day, while Peter, the son, was weeding their garden, he 
discovered some gold nuggets. As he eagerly dug further, he found 
even more gold! Peter called to his family, who were overjoyed 
with his discovery.  
 At first, their change in fortune seemed marvelous, but soon 
the family began to squabble. Peter felt that all the gold belonged 
to him because he had discovered it, and his sister tried to steal the 
gold while he slept! Meanwhile their parents were constantly 
arguing over what kind of grand home to buy. 
 One morning, Peter went outside and listened to the birds 
singing. He thought wistfully about how happy they sounded, even 
though they lived in a simple nest. Peter rushed into the house, 
gathered all the gold nuggets, and threw them off the side of the 
mountain! Then he planted cabbage where the gold had been 
discovered. Soon the family stopped quarreling and began 
enjoying many pots of delicious cabbage soup.

 What happened to the family after Peter discovered 
 gold?

 Why did Peter throw the gold away?
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Name:   Date:  

A Happy Family

 12 Long ago, a happy family of four lived in a simple cottage 
 24 on a mountain. They grew their own food and were grateful for 
 27 everything they had.
 38 One day, while Peter, the son, was weeding their garden, he 
 49 discovered some gold nuggets. As he eagerly dug further, he found 
 60 even more gold! Peter called to his family, who were overjoyed 
 63 with his discovery.  
 73 At first, their change in fortune seemed marvelous, but soon 
 85 the family began to squabble. Peter felt that all the gold belonged 
 99 to him because he had discovered it, and his sister tried to steal the 
 108 gold while he slept! Meanwhile their parents were constantly 
 117 arguing over what kind of grand home to buy. 
 127 One morning, Peter went outside and listened to the birds 
 137 singing. He thought wistfully about how happy they sounded, even 
 149 though they lived in a simple nest. Peter rushed into the house, 
 162 gathered all the gold nuggets, and threw them off the side of the 
 172 mountain! Then he planted cabbage where the gold had been 
 180 discovered. Soon the family stopped quarreling and began 
 187 enjoying many pots of delicious cabbage soup.

 What happened to the family after Peter discovered gold?

 Why did Peter throw the gold away?
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Handwriting as Art

 The word calligraphy is derived from two Greek words that 
mean “beautiful writing.” So of course, it makes perfect sense that 
calligraphy is the art of beautiful handwriting. A person that 
practices the art of calligraphy is called a calligrapher. 
 Calligraphy is an extremely old form of art. It was created 
in China more than 3,000 years ago. Later on, the people of Japan 
learned calligraphy from their Chinese neighbors, and became 
experts, as well.
 For Asian cultures, calligraphy is exactly like painting. The 
same kinds of brushes are used for both art forms. In China, the 
brushes are called Hanzi. In Japan, they are called Kanji. 
Calligraphers often work on silk scrolls, canvases, or parchment. 
Although Asian calligraphy uses Chinese or Japanese words to 
express a thought, it is not necessary to know these languages in 
order to appreciate the beauty of this art form.  
 If you take a trip to China or Japan, you will be amazed 
at all the examples of calligraphy that you see around you. 
Calligraphy is used to decorate walls, buildings, signs, books, 
and newspapers. 

 What does the word calligraphy mean?

 Where was calligraphy created?
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Handwriting as Art

 10 The word calligraphy is derived from two Greek words that 
 21 mean “beautiful writing.” So of course, it makes perfect sense that 
 31 calligraphy is the art of beautiful handwriting. A person that 
 40 practices the art of calligraphy is called a calligrapher. 
 51 Calligraphy is an extremely old form of art. It was created 
 64 in China more than 3,000 years ago. Later on, the people of Japan 
 72 learned calligraphy from their Chinese neighbors, and became 
 75 experts, as well.
 84 For Asian cultures, calligraphy is exactly like painting. The 
 97 same kinds of brushes are used for both art forms. In China, the 
 107 brushes are called Hanzi. In Japan, they are called Kanji. 
 116 Calligraphers often work on silk scrolls, canvases, or parchment. 
 125 Although Asian calligraphy uses Chinese or Japanese words to 
 137 express a thought, it is not necessary to know these languages in 
 146 order to appreciate the beauty of this art form.  
 159 If you take a trip to China or Japan, you will be amazed 
 170 at all the examples of calligraphy that you see around you. 
 179 Calligraphy is used to decorate walls, buildings, signs, books, 
 181 and newspapers.

 What does the word calligraphy mean?

 Where was calligraphy created?
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Perfect Preservation

 A hard, transparent lump of amber sells for over $20,000. 
Its gold coloring is pretty, but why does it sell for so much? Take 
a closer look, and you will see the reason. A 30-million-year-old 
lizard is trapped inside the lump.
 Amber is fossilized resin. It is sap from ancient trees. 
Over millions of years, the sap has turned rock hard. It is golden 
brown and beautiful. It is also hard to damage. That is why artists 
use it to make jewelry. Some amber pieces contain items such 
as leaves, insects, or reptiles. These once-living things were 
trapped in the sap millions of years ago. When the sap hardened, 
the objects were preserved.
 Picture a tree trunk sticky with resin. An insect lands on 
the sticky trunk. The unlucky bug tries to get free, but its feet are 
glued to the tree. Another flow of resin moves down the tree. 
This time the sap covers the bug completely. Over millions of 
years the resin slowly turns into amber. Inside the amber case, the 
insect’s body dries out. Although it is long dead, the bug looks 
just like it did when it was alive. 

 What is this passage mostly about?

 What is amber?
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Perfect Preservation

 10 A hard, transparent lump of amber sells for over $20,000. 
 24 Its gold coloring is pretty, but why does it sell for so much? Take 
 38 a closer look, and you will see the reason. A 30-million-year-old 
 44 lizard is trapped inside the lump.
 54 Amber is fossilized resin. It is sap from ancient trees. 
 67 Over millions of years, the sap has turned rock hard. It is golden 
 80 brown and beautiful. It is also hard to damage. That is why artists 
 91 use it to make jewelry. Some amber pieces contain items such 
 101 as leaves, insects, or reptiles. These once-living things were 
 113 trapped in the sap millions of years ago. When the sap hardened, 
 117 the objects were preserved.
 128 Picture a tree trunk sticky with resin. An insect lands on 
 142 the sticky trunk. The unlucky bug tries to get free, but its feet are 
 154 glued to the tree. Another flow of resin moves down the tree. 
 165 This time the sap covers the bug completely. Over millions of 
 177 years the resin slowly turns into amber. Inside the amber case, the 
 189 insect’s body dries out. Although it is long dead, the bug looks 
 197 just like it did when it was alive.

 What is this passage mostly about?

 What is amber?
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New Pathways

 If you cannot get from one place to another, maybe you 
need a bridge, tunnel, or road. A person trained as a special kind 
of engineer can help you. Civil engineers design and construct 
highways, harbors, bridges, and tunnels. These engineers have 
specialized training in physics and math. Frequently, they are also 
talented architects.
 Most people think of bridges as structures that cross 
waterways. But bridges have been built to go across other wide 
spaces as well. Centuries ago, bridges were usually made of wood 
and rope. They were built to help people cross deep canyons between 
mountains. Now bridges are often constructed in large cities. 
They allow people to cross between buildings and tall skyscrapers. 
 Engineers build bridges primarily for cars, trucks, and 
trains. Sometimes several levels are built, one for cars and trucks 
and one for trains. Cars and trucks may be routed through different 
levels. But what about people? They deserve a pathway across 
a bridge, too. People like to stroll, ride bikes, and even jog 
across bridges. Many bridges now have designated pathways 
just for people without automobiles.
 Civil engineers also build tunnels. Recently, a tunnel that 
connects England and France was built beneath the English 
Channel. For the first time in history, people can drive their 
automobiles from the United Kingdom to the mainland of Europe. 

 What are bridges used for?

 Why do bridges need special pathways?
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New Pathways

 11 If you cannot get from one place to another, maybe you
 24 need a bridge, tunnel, or road. A person trained as a special kind 
 34 of engineer can help you. Civil engineers design and construct
 42 highways, harbors, bridges, and tunnels. These engineers have
 52 specialized training in physics and math. Frequently, they are also 
 54 talented architects.
 63 Most people think of bridges as structures that cross 
 74 waterways. But bridges have been built to go across other wide
 85 spaces as well. Centuries ago, bridges were usually made of wood 
 97 and rope. They were built to help people cross deep canyons between 
 106 mountains. Now bridges are often constructed in large cities. 
 116 They allow people to cross between buildings and tall skyscrapers.
 124 Engineers build bridges primarily for cars, trucks, and 
 135 trains. Sometimes several levels are built, one for cars and trucks 
 147 and one for trains. Cars and trucks may be routed through different 
 157 levels. But what about people? They deserve a pathway across 
 169 a bridge, too. People like to stroll, ride bikes, and even jog
 177 across bridges. Many bridges now have designated pathways
 182 just for people without automobiles.
 191 Civil engineers also build tunnels. Recently, a tunnel that
 200 connects England and France was built beneath the English 
 211 Channel. For the first time in history, people can drive their 
 221 automobiles from the United Kingdom to the mainland of Europe.

 What are bridges used for?

 Why do bridges need special pathways?
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Natural Protection

 Most crabs have hard shells. Their shells protect them 
like suits of armor. When a crab’s shell gets too tight, it pulls 
itself out. Under the old shell, a new one has already grown. 
 A hermit crab has hard front claws, but it has a soft shell 
in back. For protection, a hermit crab moves into another 
creature’s shell. For example, after a sea snail dies, the empty 
shell it leaves behind makes a perfect home for a hermit crab. 
The crab squeezes right into the shape of the snail’s shell. The 
crab’s head, legs, and pincers poke out of the opening. When it 
grows too large in this borrowed shell, it finds a larger one. 
Leaving the old shell behind, it moves into a new one.
 A hermit crab’s shell may not always protect it. If an 
octopus comes along, for instance, it can stick one of its eight 
arms into the shell’s opening. Then it can pluck the crab out. 
Some hermit crabs have extra protection. They have creatures 
called sea anemones sticking to the outsides of their shells. 
Anemones have many tentacles. Their tentacles have stinging 
cells. An octopus may not even approach a hermit crab’s home 
when a stinging watchdog guards it.

 Why is a crab’s shell like a suit of armor?

 What extra protection do some hermit crabs have?
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Natural Protection

 9 Most crabs have hard shells. Their shells protect them 
 22 like suits of armor. When a crab’s shell gets too tight, it pulls 
 34 itself out. Under the old shell, a new one has already grown. 
 47 A hermit crab has hard front claws, but it has a soft shell 
 57 in back. For protection, a hermit crab moves into another  
 68 creature’s shell. For example, after a sea snail dies, the empty 
 80 shell it leaves behind makes a perfect home for a hermit crab. 
 92 The crab squeezes right into the shape of the snail’s shell. The 
 104 crab’s head, legs, and pincers poke out of the opening. When it 
 116 grows too large in this borrowed shell, it finds a larger one. 
 127 Leaving the old shell behind, it moves into a new one.
 138 A hermit crab’s shell may not always protect it. If an 
 150 octopus comes along, for instance, it can stick one of its eight 
 162 arms into the shell’s opening. Then it can pluck the crab out.
 171 Some hermit crabs have extra protection. They have creatures 
 181 called sea anemones sticking to the outsides of their shells. 
 189 Anemones have many tentacles. Their tentacles have stinging 
 200 cells. An octopus may not even approach a hermit crab’s home 
 206 when a stinging watchdog guards it.

 Why is a crab’s shell like a suit of armor?

 What extra protection do some hermit crabs have?
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A Good Neighbor

 Nathan was the only kid who was out with a snow shovel, 
offering to clear his neighbors’ driveways for two dollars. Last 
night’s snowstorm had left piles of snow this morning and school 
was canceled. So Nathan was using this opportunity to earn some 
money for the guitar he wanted to buy.
 By afternoon, he had shoveled five driveways; then he 
spotted Mr. Bingham, known as the neighborhood grouch. “Hello, 
Mr. Bingham,” said Nathan. “Do you want me to shovel your 
driveway for two dollars?”
 Mr. Bingham hesitated, and then replied gruffly, 
“I suppose so.”
 “That’s great,” said Nathan, “because I’m saving for a guitar 
and your driveway will help.” Nathan got to work, and when he 
was finished, he rang Mr. Bingham’s doorbell.
 Mr. Bingham opened the door, handed Nathan three dollars, 
and said, “You did a good job, so here’s a little extra. When you 
get your guitar, I wouldn’t mind if you came by and played for 
me. I used to play a bit myself when I was young.”
 “Sure, Mr. Bingham, and thanks a lot!” said Nathan. As he 
walked home, Nathan wondered why people thought Mr. Bingham 
was a grouch.

 Why was Nathan shoveling his neighbors’ driveways?

 What did Mr. Bingham invite Nathan to do?
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A Good Neighbor

 12 Nathan was the only kid who was out with a snow shovel, 
 22 offering to clear his neighbors’ driveways for two dollars. Last 
 33 night’s snowstorm had left piles of snow this morning and school 
 44 was canceled. So Nathan was using this opportunity to earn some 
 52 money for the guitar he wanted to buy.
 61 By afternoon, he had shoveled five driveways; then he 
 70 spotted Mr. Bingham, known as the neighborhood grouch. “Hello, 
 81 Mr. Bingham,” said Nathan. “Do you want me to shovel your 
 85 driveway for two dollars?”
 92 Mr. Bingham hesitated, and then replied gruffly,  
 95 “I suppose so.”
 105 “That’s great,” said Nathan, “because I’m saving for a guitar 
 117 and your driveway will help.” Nathan got to work, and when he 
 124 was finished, he rang Mr. Bingham’s doorbell.
 133 Mr. Bingham opened the door, handed Nathan three dollars, 
 147 and said, “You did a good job, so here’s a little extra. When you 
 160 get your guitar, I wouldn’t mind if you came by and played for 
 172 me. I used to play a bit myself when I was young.”
 183 “Sure, Mr. Bingham, and thanks a lot!” said Nathan. As he 
 192 walked home, Nathan wondered why people thought Mr. Bingham 
 195 was a grouch.

 Why was Nathan shoveling his neighbors’ driveways?

 What did Mr. Bingham invite Nathan to do?
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Changing Color

 An animal’s color helps it blend in with the colors of the 
place where it lives. However, some animals can also change the 
color of their fur, skin, or feathers.
 An octopus can change the color of its skin to blend in with 
different colored rocks on the ocean floor. The flounder can do the 
same thing. It takes on a spotted coloring to blend in with the sea 
floor. It can also turn into an almost transparent color when it 
swims near the water’s surface.  
 A lizard called a chameleon changes its skin color to show 
its mood or hide. Chameleons can turn pink, blue, red, orange, 
yellow, green, black, and brown, or various combinations of 
these colors!
 During the summer, the fur of the arctic hare is brown with 
flecks of black. However, it turns white during the winter, 
providing camouflage in the snow. The same is true for the arctic 
fox and ermine. The feathers of some birds that live in the arctic 
also change color from brown to white. 
 Changing color gives these animals an advantage. It helps 
them escape from their enemies or sneak up on their prey.

 What are three different animals that can change color?

 What advantages does changing color give an animal?
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Changing Color

 12 An animal’s color helps it blend in with the colors of the 
 23 place where it lives. However, some animals can also change the 
 30 color of their fur, skin, or feathers.
 43 An octopus can change the color of its skin to blend in with 
 55 different colored rocks on the ocean floor. The flounder can do the 
 69 same thing. It takes on a spotted coloring to blend in with the sea 
 81 floor. It can also turn into an almost transparent color when it 
 86 swims near the water’s surface.  
 97 A lizard called a chameleon changes its skin color to show 
 108 its mood or hide. Chameleons can turn pink, blue, red, orange, 
 117 yellow, green, black, and brown, or various combinations of 
 119 these colors!
 131 During the summer, the fur of the arctic hare is brown with 
 141 flecks of black. However, it turns white during the winter, 
 153 providing camouflage in the snow. The same is true for the arctic 
 166 fox and ermine. The feathers of some birds that live in the arctic 
 173 also change color from brown to white. 
 182 Changing color gives these animals an advantage. It helps 
 193 them escape from their enemies or sneak up on their prey.

 What are three different animals that can change color?

 What advantages does changing color give an animal?
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The Big Wave

 Mark lived in the suburbs of Chicago. In the summertime, 
his family took trips to the beach, where he played in the 
waves. Sometimes he would ride a wave to the shore of the 
lake. He always looked forward to riding the waves, the bigger 
the better.
 One summer, Mark went to visit his cousin in California. 
There, he was introduced to the Pacific Ocean. This was the first 
time Mark experienced anything besides the enormous lake in 
Chicago. He mistakenly believed that the lake and the ocean were 
the same in terms of power. When Mark’s aunt told him to be 
careful, he laughed and assured her that he was an excellent 
swimmer. She cautioned him that the ocean was rough and 
perilous, but Mark just shrugged. He knew how to surf, didn’t he?
 Mark heard the gigantic wave before he saw it. He turned 
around and opened his mouth in horror. The wave was mammoth, 
and it was thundering directly toward him. Mark took a deep 
breath then cringed beneath the water. The wave crashed over him 
and carried him high onto shore. Mark gained a new respect for the 
ocean after that.

 Why did Mark not listen to his aunt?

 What lesson did Mark learn about the ocean?
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Name:   Date:  

The Big Wave

 10 Mark lived in the suburbs of Chicago. In the summertime, 
 22 his family took trips to the beach, where he played in the 
 34 waves. Sometimes he would ride a wave to the shore of the 
 45 lake. He always looked forward to riding the waves, the bigger
 47 the better.
 57 One summer, Mark went to visit his cousin in California. 
 69 There, he was introduced to the Pacific Ocean. This was the first 
 78 time Mark experienced anything besides the enormous lake in 
 89 Chicago. He mistakenly believed that the lake and the ocean were 
 102 the same in terms of power. When Mark’s aunt told him to be 
 113 careful, he laughed and assured her that he was an excellent 
 123 swimmer. She cautioned him that the ocean was rough and 
 135 perilous, but Mark just shrugged. He knew how to surf, didn’t he?
 146 Mark heard the gigantic wave before he saw it. He turned 
 157 around and opened his mouth in horror. The wave was mammoth, 
 168 and it was thundering directly toward him. Mark took a deep 
 179 breath then cringed beneath the water. The wave crashed over him 
 192 and carried him high onto shore. Mark gained a new respect for the 
 195 ocean after that.

 Why did Mark not listen to his aunt?

 What lesson did Mark learn about the ocean?
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Flora Learns a Lesson

 Long ago, there lived a girl named Flora who was never 
content with what she had. Flora felt as if her life were a 
half-empty cup. When the sun shone warmly upon her, she wished 
for rain. When the rain fell like a cool shower, she wished for 
sunshine. Something else that bothered Flora greatly was that her 
home was small. In fact, Flora’s cottage was quite charming and 
cozy. It kept her warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 
However, that was not enough for her, and she made herself 
miserable by envying those who lived in grand mansions.
 One day, Flora was picking berries when a summer storm 
began to stir. Suddenly, the tree branches were shaking, and the 
wind blew her basket of berries away. She ran to her house for 
shelter, but when she got there, she saw the roof had blown off! 
Flora stood there thinking about how foolish she had been not to 
appreciate what she had. She promised herself that she would 
change, and seconds later, the sun came out. “How warm and 
delightful the sun feels,” she thought with a smile. Then Flora 
got to work and began building a new roof for her home.

 What was Flora’s problem?

 What caused Flora to change?
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Name:   Date:  

Flora Learns a Lesson

 11 Long ago, there lived a girl named Flora who was never 
 24 content with what she had. Flora felt as if her life were a
 36 half-empty cup. When the sun shone warmly upon her, she wished 
 49 for rain. When the rain fell like a cool shower, she wished for 
 59 sunshine. Something else that bothered Flora greatly was that her 
 70 home was small. In fact, Flora’s cottage was quite charming and 
 83 cozy. It kept her warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 
 94 However, that was not enough for her, and she made herself 
 103 miserable by envying those who lived in grand mansions.
 113 One day, Flora was picking berries when a summer storm 
 124 began to stir. Suddenly, the tree branches were shaking, and the 
 137 wind blew her basket of berries away. She ran to her house for 
 150 shelter, but when she got there, she saw the roof had blown off! 
 162 Flora stood there thinking about how foolish she had been not to 
 172 appreciate what she had. She promised herself that she would 
 183 change, and seconds later, the sun came out. “How warm and 
 194 delightful the sun feels,” she thought with a smile. Then Flora 
 206 got to work and began building a new roof for her home.

 What was Flora’s problem?

 What caused Flora to change?
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The Destruction of Pompeii

 The city of Pompeii was located in southern Italy. It was not 
far from where the present city of Naples stands. Pompeii was a 
busy, prosperous city with a population of about 12,000. A few 
miles to the north, stood Mount Vesuvius, a volcano. However, 
Mount Vesuvius had not erupted for a long time, so no one 
realized it was still active. 
 Then on August 24, a.d. 79, Vesuvius erupted violently. 
The eruption totally buried Pompeii and several nearby towns. 
Huge piles of volcanic ash and debris covered everything! 
According to records, some people managed to escape. However, 
many did not. 
 For many centuries people forgot that Pompeii had ever 
existed. Then in 1748, some small discoveries in the area led to 
the excavation of a temple in Pompeii. That was the beginning of 
many years of excavation and restoration. Some of that restoration 
still continues to this day.
 Pompeii is an amazing archaeological site because it has 
been so well-preserved. The ashes, cinders, and dust that fell 
during the eruption of Vesuvius kept everything intact. Buildings, 
works of art, furniture, eating utensils, and even the outlines of 
bodies can be seen as they were on the day Pompeii was destroyed.

 How was the city of Pompeii destroyed?

 Why were many things in Pompeii so well-preserved?
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The Destruction of Pompeii

 12 The city of Pompeii was located in southern Italy. It was not 
 24 far from where the present city of Naples stands. Pompeii was a 
 35 busy, prosperous city with a population of about 12,000. A few 
 45 miles to the north, stood Mount Vesuvius, a volcano. However, 
 57 Mount Vesuvius had not erupted for a long time, so no one 
 62 realized it was still active. 
 71 Then on August 24, a.d. 79, Vesuvius erupted violently. 
 80 The eruption totally buried Pompeii and several nearby towns. 
 89 Huge piles of volcanic ash and debris covered everything! 
 98 According to records, some people managed to escape. However, 
 101 many did not. 
 110 For many centuries people forgot that Pompeii had ever 
 122 existed. Then in 1748, some small discoveries in the area led to 
 134 the excavation of a temple in Pompeii. That was the beginning of 
 144 many years of excavation and restoration. Some of that restoration 
 149 still continues to this day.
 158 Pompeii is an amazing archaeological site because it has 
 169 been so well-preserved. The ashes, cinders, and dust that fell 
 178 during the eruption of Vesuvius kept everything intact. Buildings, 
 189 works of art, furniture, eating utensils, and even the outlines of 
 202 bodies can be seen as they were on the day Pompeii was destroyed.

 How was the city of Pompeii destroyed?

 Why were many things in Pompeii so well-preserved?
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Lost and Found

 Dina and her mother's brother, Harry, dressed warmly for 
their hike through the forest. They packed some snacks and water. 
They planned to hike for about two hours, and be back in time 
to help Dina’s parents prepare dinner. 
 They didn’t have a map, so they followed a trail that 
appeared to be well marked. As the trail wound upwards and the 
temperature dropped, they were glad they wore jackets and gloves.
 After hiking for more than an hour, they noticed that trail 
markings became hard to find. Dina suggested that they go back 
to the campground, but Harry convinced her to continue a little 
longer. However, the trail got narrower and narrower, until it 
disappeared completely. What had seemed like an enjoyable way 
to spend a couple of hours wasn’t much fun anymore! 
 When they looked behind them to find the trail to return to 
camp, they realized they were lost. They sat down to finish their 
snacks and figure out how to get out of their predicament. However, 
they couldn’t sit for long because the sun’s rays were getting 
weaker, and they were feeling cold. Just as they began to worry at 
the thought of spending the night in the forest, they heard someone 
approaching. With great relief, they saw it was a forest ranger!

  What happened to the hiking trail that Dina and Harry 
were following?

 Why did they begin to worry?
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Name:   Date:  

Lost and Found

 9 Dina and her mother's brother, Harry, dressed warmly for 
 20 their hike through the forest. They packed some snacks and water.  
 33 They planned to hike for about two hours, and be back in time 
 39 to help Dina’s parents prepare dinner. 
 50 They didn’t have a map, so they followed a trail that 
 62 appeared to be well marked. As the trail wound upwards and the 
 72 temperature dropped, they were glad they wore jackets and gloves.
 83 After hiking for more than an hour, they noticed that trail 
 94 markings became hard to find. Dina suggested that they go back 
 105 to the campground, but Harry convinced her to continue a little 
 115 longer. However, the trail got narrower and narrower, until it 
 124 disappeared completely. What had seemed like an enjoyable way 
 134 to spend a couple of hours wasn’t much fun anymore! 
 146 When they looked behind them to find the trail to return to 
 158 camp, they realized they were lost. They sat down to finish their 
 170 snacks and figure out how to get out of their predicament. However, 
 181 they couldn’t sit for long because the sun’s rays were getting 
 194 weaker, and they were feeling cold. Just as they began to worry at 
 206 the thought of spending the night in the forest, they heard someone 
 217 approaching. With great relief, they saw it was a forest ranger!

  What happened to the hiking trail that Dina and Harry 
were following?

 Why did they begin to worry?
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Temperature Experiment

 Here is an interesting temperature experiment that you 
can do on your own or with a partner. In order to do it, you will 
need the following materials: a small bucket, a drinking glass, 
a measuring cup, a thermometer, and pencil and paper.  
 First, fill the bucket and the drinking glass half-way with 
tap water. Then use the thermometer to measure the water 
temperature, making sure that it is the same in both the bucket and 
the glass. Record the temperature on a piece of paper. 
 Next, fill a measuring cup with hot water up to the ¼ cup 
line. Pour half of the hot water, or 1⁄8 cup, into the glass. Pour the 
other half of the hot water into the bucket. Of course, you have 
probably guessed that the hot water will increase the water 
temperature in both containers. 
 Finally, measure the water temperature again in both the 
bucket and the glass, and record the temperatures on your paper. 
Even though you have added the same amount of hot water to each 
container, the drinking glass should have the higher temperature. 
The reason why is because there is less water in the glass than in 
the bucket. 

 What is used to measure the temperature of the water?

  Why does the drinking glass water have the higher 
temperature at the end?
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Name:   Date:  

Temperature Experiment

 8 Here is an interesting temperature experiment that you 
 24 can do on your own or with a partner. In order to do it, you will 
 34 need the following materials: a small bucket, a drinking glass, 
 43 a measuring cup, a thermometer, and pencil and paper.  
 54 First, fill the bucket and the drinking glass half-way with 
 64 tap water. Then use the thermometer to measure the water 
 77 temperature, making sure that it is the same in both the bucket and 
 87 the glass. Record the temperature on a piece of paper. 
 100 Next, fill a measuring cup with hot water up to the ¼ cup 
 115 line. Pour half of the hot water, or 1⁄8 cup, into the glass. Pour the 
 128 other half of the hot water into the bucket. Of course, you have 
 138 probably guessed that the hot water will increase the water 
 142 temperature in both containers. 
 151 Finally, measure the water temperature again in both the 
 162 bucket and the glass, and record the temperatures on your paper. 
 175 Even though you have added the same amount of hot water to each 
 184 container, the drinking glass should have the higher temperature. 
 198 The reason why is because there is less water in the glass than in 
 200 the bucket.

 What is used to measure the temperature of the water?

  Why does the drinking glass water have the higher 
temperature at the end?
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Dolphins at Play

 One time, a young boy fell from a fishing boat. A dolphin 
happened to be nearby. It was surfing the waves made by the boat 
as it moved through the water. When the boy splashed into the sea, 
the dolphin’s nose was right there. The dolphin scooped him up 
and tossed him into the air. The boy landed in his father’s arms.
 Similar stories about dolphins are heard everywhere. That 
is why many scientists study these animals. Some scientists think 
that when dolphins save people, it is not because they love them. 
It is because dolphins are playful. Dolphins love to play with toys, 
such as balls and hoops. For fun, they sometimes tow large objects, 
such as mattresses, to shore. Scientists think dolphins that save 
drowning people are really just playing with them, as if they 
were toys.
 Dolphins are so playful that sometimes they make their 
own toys. A dolphin dives deep into the ocean. Then it blows an 
air ring into the water. It swims through the ring or tries to keep it 
from rising.
 Dolphins love swimming fast and jumping high into the air. 
After jumping up, they often twist on the way back down into the 
water. This action creates a loud splash that the dolphins seem 
to enjoy.

 What is this passage mostly about?

 Why do dolphins save humans from drowning?
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Name:   Date:  

Dolphins at Play

 12 One time, a young boy fell from a fishing boat. A dolphin 
 25 happened to be nearby. It was surfing the waves made by the boat 
 38 as it moved through the water. When the boy splashed into the sea, 
 49 the dolphin’s nose was right there. The dolphin scooped him up 
 62 and tossed him into the air. The boy landed in his father’s arms.
 70 Similar stories about dolphins are heard everywhere. That 
 80 is why many scientists study these animals. Some scientists think 
 92 that when dolphins save people, it is not because they love them. 
 104 It is because dolphins are playful. Dolphins love to play with toys, 
 116 such as balls and hoops. For fun, they sometimes tow large objects, 
 126 such as mattresses, to shore. Scientists think dolphins that save 
 137 drowning people are really just playing with them, as if they 
 139 were toys.
 148 Dolphins are so playful that sometimes they make their 
 161 own toys. A dolphin dives deep into the ocean. Then it blows an 
 176 air ring into the water. It swims through the ring or tries to keep it 
 178 from rising.
 188 Dolphins love swimming fast and jumping high into the air. 
 201 After jumping up, they often twist on the way back down into the 
 212 water. This action creates a loud splash that the dolphins seem
 214 to enjoy.

 What is this passage mostly about?

 Why do dolphins save humans from drowning?
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Without a Trace

 Life on the open seas can be very risky. You never know 
what may lie ahead when you set sail. A calm sea can turn dark 
and stormy without much warning. Occasionally, ships are found 
abandoned with no sign of life. Others sink after catastrophic 
accidents, and debris from these ships later floats to the surface. 
Still others have vanished without a trace. With these ships, not 
even a plank of wood or a lifejacket is ever found.
 The British ship Waratah weighed 16,800 tons. It was 
last spotted on July 27, 1909. Some said the ship seemed 
top-heavy, when trying to explain her disappearance. This might 
have caused her to turn over and sink in heavy seas. There were 
211 people on board, none of whom were ever found.
 The mystery of the missing Cyclops is also disturbing. 
This American ship, weighing 19,000 tons, was last heard from 
in March 1918, on her way from the West Indies to the port of 
Baltimore, Maryland. The Navy has never found a sign of the 
missing ship or the 309 passengers she had on board, and the 
file on this missing ship is still open.

 To what does the title “Without a Trace” refer?

 What might have caused the Waratah to sink?
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Name:   Date:  

Without a Trace

 12 Life on the open seas can be very risky. You never know 
 26 what may lie ahead when you set sail. A calm sea can turn dark 
 35 and stormy without much warning. Occasionally, ships are found
 45 abandoned with no sign of life. Others sink after catastrophic 
 56 accidents, and debris from these ships later floats to the surface. 
 67 Still others have vanished without a trace. With these ships, not 
 78 even a plank of wood or a lifejacket is ever found.
 87 The British ship Waratah weighed 16,800 tons. It was 
 98 last spotted on July 27, 1909. Some said the ship seemed 
 108 top-heavy, when trying to explain her disappearance. This might 
 121 have caused her to turn over and sink in heavy seas. There were 
 131 211 people on board, none of whom were ever found.
 140 The mystery of the missing Cyclops is also disturbing.
 150 This American ship, weighing 19,000 tons, was last heard from 
 164 in March 1918, on her way from the West Indies to the port of 
 175 Baltimore, Maryland. The Navy has never found a sign of the 
 187 missing ship or the 309 passengers she had on board, and the 
 195 file on this missing ship is still open.

 To what does the title “Without a Trace” refer?

 What might have caused the Waratah to sink?
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Crossing the Seas

 Ships are one of the oldest and most important forms of 
transportation. Giant tankers carry oil and other liquids. 
Refrigerator ships carry fresh fruits, meats, and vegetables. People 
traveled across the ocean on ships before airplanes became widely 
used. Now people take vacations on cruise ships.
 Throughout history, nations became rich and powerful by 
taking control of the seas. When they lost that control, they also 
often lost their power. 
 Probably the earliest “ship” was a log that someone used to 
cross a lake or river. Later people tied logs together to create rafts 
and discovered how to use trees to make canoes. In places where 
wood was scarce, people made boats out of animal skins. They 
sewed the skins into a bag, filled the bag with air, and used the bag 
as a float.
 By about 3000 b.c., the Egyptians had discovered how to 
use sails to move boats. They also learned how to make boats out 
of planks of wood. For the next 5,000 years, shipbuilders focused 
on building bigger and bigger ships with better sails.
 A big change in shipbuilding came in the 1800s. People 
began to use steam instead of wind power to move ships. These 
ships were fueled by coal. Later people began using heavy oil 
instead of coal. Today people even use nuclear power to move 
large ships. 

 What was probably the earliest ship?

  According to the article, why was controlling the seas 
important long ago?
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Name:   Date:  

Crossing the Seas

 11 Ships are one of the oldest and most important forms of 
 19 transportation. Giant tankers carry oil and other liquids. 
 28 Refrigerator ships carry fresh fruits, meats, and vegetables. People 
 38 traveled across the ocean on ships before airplanes became widely 
 46 used. Now people take vacations on cruise ships.
 54 Throughout history, nations became rich and powerful by
 66 taking control of the seas. When they lost that control, they also 
 70 often lost their power. 
 81 Probably the earliest “ship” was a log that someone used to 
 94 cross a lake or river. Later people tied logs together to create rafts
 106 and discovered how to use trees to make canoes. In places where 
 117 wood was scarce, people made boats out of animal skins. They 
 132 sewed the skins into a bag, filled the bag with air, and used the bag 
 135 as a float.
 145 By about 3000 b.c., the Egyptians had discovered how to 
 158 use sails to move boats. They also learned how to make boats out 
 169 of planks of wood. For the next 5,000 years, shipbuilders focused 
 178 on building bigger and bigger ships with better sails.
 188 A big change in shipbuilding came in the 1800s. People 
 200 began to use steam instead of wind power to move ships. These 
 211 ships were fueled by coal. Later people began using heavy oil 
 222 instead of coal. Today people even use nuclear power to move 
 224 large ships.

 What was probably the earliest ship?

  According to the article, why was controlling the seas 
important long ago?
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A Novice Skier

 I was an inexperienced skier, having skied only three times 
before, but already I knew I loved the sport. One Saturday, when 
I was skiing alone, however, I made a terrible mistake. Instead 
of heading to the beginner’s trail, I mistakenly went to the 
expert’s trail!
 Right away, I knew I had done something wrong. As 
I looked down the mountain, it seemed to plunge straight down! 
I had found some of the beginner’s trails challenging, so the 
prospect of skiing down this vertical trail totally terrified me. As 
the expert skiers raced gracefully by, my heart was in my throat.
 Then I remembered something the ski instructor had told 
my beginner’s group the day before. “When you’re on a slope that 
you think is too challenging, slowly sidestep your way down the 
hill.” So that is exactly what I proceeded to do. I turned sideways, 
and slowly, ever so slowly, sidestepped my way down the 
mountain. “This might take me an hour,” I thought, “but at least 
I won’t break a leg!”
 To be honest, it took more than an hour, but I made it down 
safely, just in time to join my friends for lunch. That was three 
years ago, and I’m proud to say that today I’m able to ski down 
that same expert slope!

 What mistake did the novice skier make?

 How do you know that the skier is no longer a novice?
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A Novice Skier

 10 I was an inexperienced skier, having skied only three times 
 22 before, but already I knew I loved the sport. One Saturday, when 
 33 I was skiing alone, however, I made a terrible mistake. Instead 
 44 of heading to the beginner’s trail, I mistakenly went to the 
 46 expert’s trail!
 56 Right away, I knew I had done something wrong. As 
 67 I looked down the mountain, it seemed to plunge straight down! 
 78 I had found some of the beginner’s trails challenging, so the 
 89 prospect of skiing down this vertical trail totally terrified me. As 
 101 the expert skiers raced gracefully by, my heart was in my throat.
 110 Then I remembered something the ski instructor had told 
 122 my beginner’s group the day before. “When you’re on a slope that 
 133 you think is too challenging, slowly sidestep your way down the 
 146 hill.” So that is exactly what I proceeded to do. I turned sideways, 
 156 and slowly, ever so slowly, sidestepped my way down the 
 168 mountain. “This might take me an hour,” I thought, “but at least 
 173 I won’t break a leg!”
 187 To be honest, it took more than an hour, but I made it down 
 200 safely, just in time to join my friends for lunch. That was three 
 214 years ago, and I’m proud to say that today I’m able to ski down 
 218 that same expert slope!

 What mistake did the novice skier make?

 How do you know that the skier is no longer a novice?
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Robert Frost

 Robert Frost, one of America’s most famous poets, was born 
in San Francisco in 1874. When he was just eleven years old, his 
father died. So his mother moved with Robert and his sister to 
Lawrence, Massachusetts, where they lived with their grandparents. 
 As a young man, Frost briefly attended college, and then 
settled down on a farm in New Hampshire with his wife, Elinor. 
During this period, he lived the life of a country farmer, which he 
described in many of his poems. 
 In 1912, he sold the farm and moved his family to England. 
It was there that his talents as a poet were at last recognized. 
He published two collections of poems—A Boy’s Will, in 1913, 
and North of Boston, in 1914. When he returned with his family to 
America in 1915, he had become a well-known poet.  
 During the next part of his life, Frost taught at the 
university level and continued to publish his poetry. Most of his 
poems were about country life and nature. Two of his best known 
poems are “The Road Not Taken” and “Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening.” 
 His beautiful poetry won him many honors, including four 
Pulitzer Prizes—more than any other poet in history. In 1963, 
Robert Frost died in Boston at the age of 89.

  What other things did Robert Frost do in addition to 
being a poet?

 What are many of Robert Frost’s poems about?
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Name:   Date:  

Robert Frost

 10 Robert Frost, one of America’s most famous poets, was born 
 23 in San Francisco in 1874. When he was just eleven years old, his 
 35 father died. So his mother moved with Robert and his sister to 
 43 Lawrence, Massachusetts, where they lived with their grandparents. 
 53 As a young man, Frost briefly attended college, and then 
 65 settled down on a farm in New Hampshire with his wife, Elinor. 
 78 During this period, he lived the life of a country farmer, which he 
 84 described in many of his poems. 
 96 In 1912, he sold the farm and moved his family to England. 
 109 It was there that his talents as a poet were at last recognized.  
 120 He published two collections of poems—A Boy’s Will, in 1913, 
 133 and North of Boston, in 1914. When he returned with his family to 
 143 America in 1915, he had become a well-known poet.  
 154 During the next part of his life, Frost taught at the 
 165 university level and continued to publish his poetry. Most of his 
 177 poems were about country life and nature. Two of his best known 
 189 poems are “The Road Not Taken” and “Stopping by Woods on a 
 191 Snowy Evening.” 
 200 His beautiful poetry won him many honors, including four 
 211 Pulitzer Prizes—more than any other poet in history. In 1963, 
 221 Robert Frost died in Boston at the age of 89.

  What other things did Robert Frost do in addition to 
being a poet?

 What are many of Robert Frost’s poems about?
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Teamwork Is Key

 Alaska has a famous dogsled race every year. Sled drivers, 
called mushers, race from Anchorage to Nome, a distance of about 
1,049 miles. The race is long and difficult. Not all the mushers and 
their dogsled teams are able to finish the race.
 Finding the right dogs for the dogsled team is not easy. The 
dogs must be strong and healthy, but they must also obey orders. 
Each dog must be willing to share the work. They must get along 
and work together as a team. Sled dogs are usually about 2 feet 
tall at the shoulders. They usually weigh 40 to 80 pounds. They 
have a protective outer coat of fur as well as an undercoat. They 
shed the undercoat in the summer, but in winter it allows the dogs 
to sleep in very cold temperatures.
 The lead dog or dogs on the team must be smart because 
leaders often have to make decisions on their own. Being in front, 
lead dogs usually see problems before anyone else.
 The dogs behind the leaders are called swing dogs. Swing 
dogs are very strong. Their job is to help move the whole team 
around turns or curves.
 The dogs right in front of the sled are called wheel dogs. 
These dogs must pull the sled out and around corners or trees. All 
of the other dogs in the team are called team dogs. In dogsled 
racing, teamwork is key.

 How do sled dogs work together as a team?

 Why should the lead dog be the smartest dog of all?
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Name:   Date:  

Teamwork Is Key

 10 Alaska has a famous dogsled race every year. Sled drivers, 
 21 called mushers, race from Anchorage to Nome, a distance of about 
 34 1,049 miles. The race is long and difficult. Not all the mushers and 
 43 their dogsled teams are able to finish the race.
 55 Finding the right dogs for the dogsled team is not easy. The 
 67 dogs must be strong and healthy, but they must also obey orders. 
 80 Each dog must be willing to share the work. They must get along 
 93 and work together as a team. Sled dogs are usually about 2 feet 
 105 tall at the shoulders. They usually weigh 40 to 80 pounds. They 
 118 have a protective outer coat of fur as well as an undercoat. They 
 131 shed the undercoat in the summer, but in winter it allows the dogs 
 137 to sleep in very cold temperatures.
 149 The lead dog or dogs on the team must be smart because 
 161 leaders often have to make decisions on their own. Being in front, 
 169 lead dogs usually see problems before anyone else.  
 179 The dogs behind the leaders are called swing dogs. Swing 
 192 dogs are very strong. Their job is to help move the whole team 
 196 around turns or curves.
 208 The dogs right in front of the sled are called wheel dogs. 
 221 These dogs must pull the sled out and around corners or trees. All 
 234 of the other dogs in the team are called team dogs. In dogsled 
 238 racing, teamwork is key.

 How do sled dogs work together as a team?

 Why should the lead dog be the smartest dog of all?
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The Bundle of Sticks

 Long ago, there lived a wise man with his three sons whom 
he loved dearly. However, the man was very upset because his 
sons constantly argued. No matter what he said to them, he could 
not convince them to get along. 
 One day, an idea occurred to him. Perhaps his sons might be 
convinced with a demonstration rather than words. So he gathered 
his sons and showed them a bundle of sticks that were tied 
together. “Can any of you break this bundle of sticks in half?” 
he asked.
 The youngest son tried first, and strained to break the 
bundle of sticks across his knee. Then the middle son tried, 
holding one end of the bundle to the ground with his foot and 
pulling the other end up with both hands. The oldest son tried 
next, and took an end of the bundle in each hand, trying to break it 
in half. However, try as they might, each son failed to break the 
bundle in two.  
 Then their father untied the bundle and gave one stick to 
each son. Naturally, each son was able to snap his individual stick 
in half. “Do you see,” asked the wise father, “how each of you 
alone is as weak as a single stick? However, when you stand 
together, no enemy, no matter how strong, can break you.”

 Why was the man upset?

 What is the message of the story?
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Name:   Date:  

The Bundle of Sticks

 12 Long ago, there lived a wise man with his three sons whom 
 23 he loved dearly. However, the man was very upset because his 
 35 sons constantly argued. No matter what he said to them, he could 
 41 not convince them to get along. 
 53 One day, an idea occurred to him. Perhaps his sons might be 
 63 convinced with a demonstration rather than words. So he gathered 
 75 his sons and showed them a bundle of sticks that were tied 
 87 together. “Can any of you break this bundle of sticks in half?” 
 89 he asked.
 99 The youngest son tried first, and strained to break the 
 110 bundle of sticks across his knee. Then the middle son tried, 
 123 holding one end of the bundle to the ground with his foot and 
 135 pulling the other end up with both hands. The oldest son tried 
 150 next, and took an end of the bundle in each hand, trying to break it 
 163 in half. However, try as they might, each son failed to break the 
 166 bundle in two.  
 177 Then their father untied the bundle and gave one stick to 
 189 each son. Naturally, each son was able to snap his individual stick 
 202 in half. “Do you see,” asked the wise father, “how each of you 
 214 alone is as weak as a single stick? However, when you stand 
 224 together, no enemy, no matter how strong, can break you.”

 Why was the man upset?

 What is the message of the story?
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Life in the Everglades

 The Everglades is a large wetland in southern Florida. It 
consists of swamps, marshes, ponds, and rivers. A special kind of 
tall grass, called sawgrass, grows there. Sawgrass leaves are sharp 
enough to cut a person’s skin.
 The Everglades is a habitat for more than 600 kinds of 
animals. Many reptiles, including snakes, turtles, lizards, 
crocodiles, and alligators, live there. The most famous reptile, the 
alligator, eats anything it can catch. That includes fish, frogs, 
turtles, snakes, birds, and raccoons. Its sharp teeth and powerful 
jaws can break bones or shells. If an animal is small, an alligator 
might swallow it whole!
 Many kinds of wading birds reside in the Everglades. They 
include the great egret, the great blue heron, and the roseate 
spoonbill. These birds use their long legs to wade in the water and 
search for food. The spoonbill’s feathers are a pink color. It swings 
its spoon-shaped bill in the water to scoop up fish and crabs.
 Mammals in the Everglades include opossums, raccoons, 
otters, white-tailed deer, and Florida panthers. Florida panthers are 
rare, and there are only 30 to 50 of them left in the Everglades. 
These large cats hunt for white-tailed deer and small mammals. 
 In 1947, the U.S. government created Everglades National 
Park to protect this land and its wildlife. Each year, thousands of 
people visit the park to observe the amazing animals.

 What are three reptiles that live in the Everglades?

 Why was Everglades National Park created?
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Life in the Everglades

 10 The Everglades is a large wetland in southern Florida. It 
 21 consists of swamps, marshes, ponds, and rivers. A special kind of 
 31 tall grass, called sawgrass, grows there. Sawgrass leaves are sharp 
 37 enough to cut a person’s skin.
 48 The Everglades is a habitat for more than 600 kinds of 
 55 animals. Many reptiles, including snakes, turtles, lizards, 
 65 crocodiles, and alligators, live there. The most famous reptile, the 
 75 alligator, eats anything it can catch. That includes fish, frogs, 
 85 turtles, snakes, birds, and raccoons. Its sharp teeth and powerful 
 98 jaws can break bones or shells. If an animal is small, an alligator 
 102 might swallow it whole!
 112 Many kinds of wading birds reside in the Everglades. They 
 123 include the great egret, the great blue heron, and the roseate 
 136 spoonbill. These birds use their long legs to wade in the water and 
 148 search for food. The spoonbill’s feathers are a pink color. It swings 
 161 its spoon-shaped bill in the water to scoop up fish and crabs.
 168 Mammals in the Everglades include opossums, raccoons, 
 178 otters, white-tailed deer, and Florida panthers. Florida panthers are 
 192 rare, and there are only 30 to 50 of them left in the Everglades. 
 203 These large cats hunt for white-tailed deer and small mammals. 
 211 In 1947, the U.S. government created Everglades National 
 223 Park to protect this land and its wildlife. Each year, thousands of 
 232 people visit the park to observe the amazing animals.

 What are three reptiles that live in the Everglades?

 Why was Everglades National Park created?
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Androcles and the Lion

 Long ago, in ancient Rome, there lived a slave named 
Androcles whose owner was an extremely cruel man. Androcles 
grew weary of this cruelty and ran away, realizing that runaway 
slaves could be punished by death. Androcles hid deep in the forest 
and slept in a cave. 
 One night as Androcles was falling asleep, he heard a 
horrific roar. Opening his eyes, he saw a tremendous lion standing 
before him! Androcles was petrified, but noticed that the lion was 
holding up his paw, which contained a large thorn. Bravely, 
Androcles removed the thorn, and the lion lay quietly down at his 
feet. Soon they both fell asleep, but the following morning, the 
lion was gone. 
 Several weeks later, a band of slave hunters captured 
Androcles and took him to the city to be put to death. Androcles 
was led into a huge arena to be fed to a lion, while the emperor of 
Rome and thousands of citizens watched the spectacle. When the 
lion was released, it charged at Androcles, but suddenly it stopped 
and began licking his hand! 
 “What is happening?” cried the emperor in amazement. 
Androcles explained how he had helped the lion, and the emperor 
was touched by the story. He declared that Androcles and the lion 
were to be given their freedom! The crowd cheered, and back to 
the forest went a contented man and his faithful friend. 

 How did Androcles help the lion?

 How was Androcles rewarded for his good deed?
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Androcles and the Lion

 10 Long ago, in ancient Rome, there lived a slave named 
 19 Androcles whose owner was an extremely cruel man. Androcles 
 30 grew weary of this cruelty and ran away, realizing that runaway 
 42 slaves could be punished by death. Androcles hid deep in the forest 
 47 and slept in a cave. 
 57 One night as Androcles was falling asleep, he heard a 
 68 horrific roar. Opening his eyes, he saw a tremendous lion standing 
 79 before him! Androcles was petrified, but noticed that the lion was 
 89 holding up his paw, which contained a large thorn. Bravely, 
 101 Androcles removed the thorn, and the lion lay quietly down at his 
 112 feet. Soon they both fell asleep, but the following morning, the 
 115 lion was gone. 
 124 Several weeks later, a band of slave hunters captured 
 137 Androcles and took him to the city to be put to death. Androcles 
 153 was led into a huge arena to be fed to a lion, while the emperor of 
 163 Rome and thousands of citizens watched the spectacle. When the 
 174 lion was released, it charged at Androcles, but suddenly it stopped 
 179 and began licking his hand! 
 187 “What is happening?” cried the emperor in amazement. 
 198 Androcles explained how he had helped the lion, and the emperor 
 210 was touched by the story. He declared that Androcles and the lion 
 222 were to be given their freedom! The crowd cheered, and back to 
 232 the forest went a contented man and his faithful friend. 

 How did Androcles help the lion?

 How was Androcles rewarded for his good deed?
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The Journey of Louis and Clark

 In 1804, the northwestern area of the United States was a 
large, unexplored wilderness. Part of the territory had just been 
purchased from the French government. President Thomas 
Jefferson was eager to have explorers gather information about 
this area and find a land route to the Pacific Ocean. The task was 
given to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. They were both 
capable army officers and knew how to survive in the wilderness. 
Clark could also draw maps of the land and make sketches of the 
plant life they discovered.
 The Lewis and Clark expedition set out from St. Louis on 
the Missouri River. There were about 40 people, which included 
military men, woodsmen, and hunters. The trip began on May 14, 
1804 and lasted for more than two years.
 During the winter of 1805, a French-Canadian fur trader and 
his Native American wife, Sacagawea, joined the expedition. The 
journey took the group to lands where no non-Native Americans 
had ever been. They were headed for the Rocky Mountains, 
a beautiful area, but one that could be dangerous to explore.
 With Sacagawea’s assistance, the explorers were able to 
communicate with the Native Americans they encountered. She 
also helped them find roots and berries that were safe to eat. The 
journals that Lewis and Clark kept during the trip gave credit to 
Sacagawea for helping to make their expedition a success. 

 Name the purpose of the Louis and Clark expedition.

 How did Sacagawea help on the expedition?
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The Journey of Louis and Clark

 11 In 1804, the northwestern area of the United States was a 
 21 large, unexplored wilderness. Part of the territory had just been 
 28 purchased from the French government. President Thomas 
 37 Jefferson was eager to have explorers gather information about 
 51 this area and find a land route to the Pacific Ocean. The task was 
 61 given to Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. They were both 
 72 capable army officers and knew how to survive in the wilderness. 
 85 Clark could also draw maps of the land and make sketches of the 
 89 plant life they discovered.
 100 The Lewis and Clark expedition set out from St. Louis on 
 110 the Missouri River. There were about 40 people, which included 
 121 military men, woodsmen, and hunters. The trip began on May 14, 
 129 1804 and lasted for more than two years.
 140 During the winter of 1805, a French-Canadian fur trader and 
 149 his Native American wife, Sacagawea, joined the expedition. The 
 160 journey took the group to lands where no non-Native Americans 
 170 had ever been. They were headed for the Rocky Mountains, 
 181 a beautiful area, but one that could be dangerous to explore.
 189 With Sacagawea’s assistance, the explorers were able to 
 197 communicate with the Native Americans they encountered. She 
 210 also helped them find roots and berries that were safe to eat. The 
 222 journals that Lewis and Clark kept during the trip gave credit to 
 231 Sacagawea for helping to make their expedition a success. 

 Name the purpose of the Louis and Clark expedition.

 How did Sacagawea help on the expedition?
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The Frequent Biker’s Program

 “One big problem today is car emissions,” said Mr. Bing, 
the history teacher. He was talking to the class about problems in 
the environment. “If people drove less, and used their bikes 
more, there would be much less pollution.”
 After class Pedro stopped to chat with Sandy. “Air pollution 
is really a problem. Sometimes when I get up, I can see the dirt in 
the air. When it’s warm, we use our bikes to get into town. I 
wonder if there’s a way we could get adults to use bikes instead of 
cars to go into town.”
 Sandy had an idea. “We could give people a reward every 
time they rode a bike to town. We could call it our Frequent 
Biker’s Program. Maybe after people got a certain number of 
points they could use their points to buy things.”
 Pedro liked the idea and suggested it to Mr. Bing. With 
Mr. Bing’s help, the kids got the town to support their idea. Many 
stores agreed to give people points for biking to their stores and to 
let people use their points for discounts to buy things. The town 
would try the plan for a month. If it worked, they would think 
about continuing it.
 Pedro, Sandy, and the other kids from school put up posters 
all over town. Lots of people liked the idea, and soon there were 
more bicycles than cars in the downtown area. The program 
was a great success! 

 What problem did Pedro and Sandy want to solve?

 What solution did the boys suggest in the story?
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Name:   Date:  

The Frequent Biker’s Program

 10 “One big problem today is car emissions,” said Mr. Bing, 
 22 the history teacher. He was talking to the class about problems in 
 32 the environment. “If people drove less, and used their bikes  
 39 more, there would be much less pollution.”
 49 After class Pedro stopped to chat with Sandy. “Air pollution
 64 is really a problem. Sometimes when I get up, I can see the dirt in 
 78 the air. When it’s warm, we use our bikes to get into town.  I 
 92 wonder if there’s a way we could get adults to use bikes instead of 
 97 cars to go into town.”
 108 Sandy had an idea. “We could give people a reward every 
 121 time they rode a bike to town. We could call it our Frequent 
 131 Biker’s Program. Maybe after people got a certain number of 
 140 points they could use their points to buy things.”
 151 Pedro liked the idea and suggested it to Mr. Bing. With 
 164 Mr. Bing’s help, the kids got the town to support their idea. Many 
 177 stores agreed to give people points for biking to their stores and to 
 189 let people use their points for discounts to buy things. The town 
 202 would try the plan for a month. If it worked, they would think 
 205 about continuing it.
 216 Pedro, Sandy, and the other kids from school put up posters 
 229 all over town. Lots of people liked the idea, and soon there were 
 239 more bicycles than cars in the downtown area. The program 
 243 was a great success!

 What problem did Pedro and Sandy want to solve?

 What solution did the boys suggest in the story?
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A Difficult Choice

 Mr. Singer rang the doorbell and Diane went to open the 
door for her neighbor.
 “Hello, Diane,” said Mr. Singer, “I’m here to look at the 
kittens you’re giving away. I saw your ad for free kittens in the 
local newspaper yesterday.”
 “Hi, Mr. Singer, come on in,” replied Diane. “Our cat had 
a litter of five kittens, but we still have two left. So you can have 
your choice!”
 Diane reached down for the basket containing the two 
tiny kittens. She gathered up the two adorable animals so that 
Mr. Singer could get a better look. 
 “They’re both really cute,” said Mr. Singer, as he gently 
petted their fur. “Tomorrow is my daughter Brenda’s birthday, and 
she’s wanted a kitten for such a long time.” He looked from one 
kitten to the other and asked, “How am I going to choose between 
them when they’re both so terrific?” 
 Diane smiled, but didn’t say a word, as Mr. Singer held first 
one and then the other in his hands. “I know my daughter could 
fall in love with either of you,” he said aloud to the kittens. 
“I don’t know how I’m going to choose between you!”
 “You know, Mr. Singer,” said Diane with a smile, “having two 
kittens around the house can be twice as much fun as having one.” 
 Mr. Singer laughed out loud, “Diane, I do believe you’re 
reading my mind!”

 Why was Mr. Singer at Diane’s house?

 What do you think Mr. Singer will do next? 
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A Difficult Choice

 11 Mr. Singer rang the doorbell and Diane went to open the 
 15 door for her neighbor.
 26 “Hello, Diane,” said Mr. Singer, “I’m here to look at the 
 39 kittens you’re giving away. I saw your ad for free kittens in the 
 42 local newspaper yesterday.”
 53 “Hi, Mr. Singer, come on in,” replied Diane. “Our cat had 
 68 a litter of five kittens, but we still have two left. So you can have 
 70 your choice!”
 79 Diane reached down for the basket containing the two 
 90 tiny kittens. She gathered up the two adorable animals so that 
 97 Mr. Singer could get a better look. 
 107 “They’re both really cute,” said Mr. Singer, as he gently 
 117 petted their fur. “Tomorrow is my daughter Brenda’s birthday, and 
 130 she’s wanted a kitten for such a long time.” He looked from one 
 143 kitten to the other and asked, “How am I going to choose between 
 149 them when they’re both so terrific?” 
 161 Diane smiled, but didn’t say a word, as Mr. Singer held first 
 174 one and then the other in his hands. “I know my daughter could 
 187 fall in love with either of you,” he said aloud to the kittens.  
 197 “I don’t know how I’m going to choose between you!”
 208 “You know, Mr. Singer,” said Diane with a smile, “having two 
 221 kittens around the house can be twice as much fun as having one.” 
 231 Mr. Singer laughed out loud, “Diane, I do believe you’re 
 234 reading my mind!”

 Why was Mr. Singer at Diane’s house?

 What do you think Mr. Singer will do next? 
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Jane Addams

 Jane Addams was born in Cedarville, Illinois on September 6, 
1860. Jane was fortunate to be raised in a prosperous family. She 
and her sisters attended college, which was quite unusual at that 
time. After graduating from college, Jane traveled to Europe. It 
was there that she became interested in changing social conditions 
for those who were less fortunate. 
 In 1889, Jane and a college classmate started Hull House in 
Chicago, Illinois. Hull House was a special kind of neighborhood 
center for immigrants of every nation. Through Hull House, Jane 
worked for better housing, parks, and playgrounds. She sought labor 
laws to protect women and children. She started day nurseries for the 
children of working parents. She also worked to improve education 
and health care for all people. Through her efforts, Hull House 
became the most famous settlement house in the United States.  
 Jane was one of the leaders in the movement to give women 
the right to vote. From 1915 to 1929, she was president of the 
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. She also 
wrote more than 400 articles about her ideas and experiences, as 
well as ten books. Her most well-known book was Twenty Years at 
Hull House. 
 In 1931, Jane Addams became the first American woman to 
win the Nobel Peace Prize. She died in Chicago on May 21, 1935, 
but lived to see many of her ideas take hold.

 What was Hull House?

  What are two other things that Jane Addams did to 
help people?
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Name:   Date:  

Jane Addams

 10 Jane Addams was born in Cedarville, Illinois on September 6, 
 22 1860. Jane was fortunate to be raised in a prosperous family. She 
 33 and her sisters attended college, which was quite unusual at that 
 43 time. After graduating from college, Jane traveled to Europe. It 
 53 was there that she became interested in changing social conditions 
 59 for those who were less fortunate. 
 70 In 1889, Jane and a college classmate started Hull House in 
 80 Chicago, Illinois. Hull House was a special kind of neighborhood 
 90 center for immigrants of every nation. Through Hull House, Jane 
 100 worked for better housing, parks, and playgrounds. She sought labor 
 112 laws to protect women and children. She started day nurseries for the 
 122 children of working parents. She also worked to improve education 
 133 and health care for all people. Through her efforts, Hull House 
 143 became the most famous settlement house in the United States.  
 155 Jane was one of the leaders in the movement to give women 
 168 the right to vote. From 1915 to 1929, she was president of the 
 177 Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. She also 
 188 wrote more than 400 articles about her ideas and experiences, as 
 201 well as ten books. Her most well-known book was Twenty Years at 
 203 Hull House. 
 213 In 1931, Jane Addams became the first American woman to 
 226 win the Nobel Peace Prize. She died in Chicago on May 21, 1935, 
 236 but lived to see many of her ideas take hold.

 What was Hull House?

  What are two other things that Jane Addams did to 
help people? 
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A Secret Dream

 For Annie, the most exciting day of the week was Friday 
because it was the day the stagecoach came to town. As soon as 
the stagecoach pulled up, the team of tired horses had to be 
unharnessed. It was Annie’s job to take the horses to the stable, 
while her father harnessed up a fresh team.
 While all this was taking place, the stagecoach passengers 
got out and headed toward the hotel to wash up and eat a meal. 
The people were always covered with dust from the rugged trails 
on which they had been traveling. Although they were tired and 
dusty, Annie watched and always admired the women in their 
long, elegant dresses.
 Annie observed them closely, and wondered who they were 
and where they were going. Often, she liked to create little stories 
in her mind about these women. Later on, she would write the 
stories down in her journal. “Perhaps that tall, beautiful woman 
was on her way to meet her handsome fiancé,” she thought. 
“Maybe that girl in the emerald green dress was heading for a 
fancy boarding school in the city.”
 Annie hoped that someday, she, too, would travel in a 
stagecoach and visit interesting, faraway places. While she 
traveled, she would write about all the fascinating people she met 
along the way. Annie hadn’t yet shared these thoughts with 
anyone, and for now, it was her secret dream.

  What did Annie do as she observed the women that 
were traveling?

 What was Annie’s secret dream?
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A Secret Dream

 11 For Annie, the most exciting day of the week was Friday 
 24 because it was the day the stagecoach came to town. As soon as 
 36 the stagecoach pulled up, the team of tired horses had to be 
 48 unharnessed. It was Annie’s job to take the horses to the stable, 
 56 while her father harnessed up a fresh team.
 65 While all this was taking place, the stagecoach passengers 
 79 got out and headed toward the hotel to wash up and eat a meal. 
 90 The people were always covered with dust from the rugged trails 
 101 on which they had been traveling. Although they were tired and 
 111 dusty, Annie watched and always admired the women in their 
 114 long, elegant dresses.
 123 Annie observed them closely, and wondered who they were 
 135 and where they were going. Often, she liked to create little stories 
 147 in her mind about these women. Later on, she would write the 
 157 stories down in her journal. “Perhaps that tall, beautiful woman 
 168 was on her way to meet her handsome fiancé,” she thought. 
 180 “Maybe that girl in the emerald green dress was heading for a 
 186 fancy boarding school in the city.”
 196 Annie hoped that someday, she, too, would travel in a 
 204 stagecoach and visit interesting, faraway places. While she 
 215 traveled, she would write about all the fascinating people she met 
 225 along the way. Annie hadn’t yet shared these thoughts with 
 234 anyone, and for now, it was her secret dream.

  What did Annie do as she observed the women that 
were traveling?

 What was Annie’s secret dream?
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Magellan’s Voyage

 Ferdinand Magellan was a daring explorer who established 
important trade routes in the early 1500s. At first, Magellan’s 
travels were financed by Portugal, the country where he was born. 
His discoveries in Asia resulted in a profitable spice trade for his 
country. However, after he fell out of favor with the Portuguese 
king, Magellan went to Spain.
 In 1519, Magellan and his five ships sailed west from 
Seville, Spain to Asia. Magellan’s crew sailed across the Atlantic 
Ocean to South America. Then they traveled down the coast. 
Near the tip of South America, Magellan found a passage that led 
from the Atlantic Ocean to another ocean. Today this passage is 
called the Strait of Magellan in his honor. Magellan named the 
other ocean the Pacific Ocean because he thought the waters were 
very calm. However, by the time Magellan and his crew reached 
the Pacific Ocean, there were only three ships left. The three ships 
reached the Philippine Islands, where Magellan was killed in 
battle. Afterwards, his crew sailed on to Asia, but on their way 
back to Spain, two of the ships were lost in a storm. 
 In 1522, three years after leaving on the voyage, only one 
ship, the Victoria, returned safely to Spain. The Victoria was the first 
ship to sail around the world, and Magellan’s voyage is generally 
credited for this great achievement in the history of exploration. 

 What is the Strait of Magellan?

 What did Magellan’s voyage achieve?
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Magellan’s Voyage

 8 Ferdinand Magellan was a daring explorer who established 
 18 important trade routes in the early 1500s. At first, Magellan’s 
 29 travels were financed by Portugal, the country where he was born. 
 41 His discoveries in Asia resulted in a profitable spice trade for his 
 52 country. However, after he fell out of favor with the Portuguese 
 57 king, Magellan went to Spain.
 67 In 1519, Magellan and his five ships sailed west from 
 77 Seville, Spain to Asia. Magellan’s crew sailed across the Atlantic 
 87 Ocean to South America. Then they traveled down the coast. 
 99 Near the tip of South America, Magellan found a passage that led 
 110 from the Atlantic Ocean to another ocean. Today this passage is 
 121 called the Strait of Magellan in his honor. Magellan named the 
 132 other ocean the Pacific Ocean because he thought the waters were 
 143 very calm. However, by the time Magellan and his crew reached 
 155 the Pacific Ocean, there were only three ships left. The three ships 
 164 reached the Philippine Islands, where Magellan was killed in 
 176 battle. Afterwards, his crew sailed on to Asia, but on their way 
 188 back to Spain, two of the ships were lost in a storm. 
 199 In 1522, three years after leaving on the voyage, only one 
 211 ship, the Victoria, returned safely to Spain. The Victoria was the first 
 222 ship to sail around the world, and Magellan’s voyage is generally 
 232 credited for this great achievement in the history of exploration. 

 What is the Strait of Magellan?

 What did Magellan’s voyage achieve?
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